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It would be logical to assess that Hamas (a part of the Muslim Brotherhood) must be a winner from the "Arab Spring." The various revolts have brought Islamists into power in several Arab countries, and most importantly the Muslim Brotherhood has attained a predominant position in Egypt's parliament and may win the presidency in the forthcoming election. But that assessment would be premature. For one thing, Hamas has lost its long-time headquarters in Damascus due to the revolt in Syria. Those who worked there have scattered: Khaled Meshal (head of the Hamas politburo) to Doha, Qatar. Hamas and its branches are viewed very differently among the governments of various countries. Hamas (or its charity branches and military wing) have been put on the terrorist lists of many (though not all) Western countries. Meanwhile, many Asian countries believe Hamas to be the legitimate government of the Gaza Strip. According to Tobias Buck, while Hamas is listed as a terrorist organisation by Israel, the U.S. and the EU, few treat it that way. In
the Arab and Muslim world, Hamas has lost its